Anchor: Chesapeake Public Charter School AM Route
Bus: 508
Route #: CPCS4AM

7:23 AM GEORGE WASHINGTON (1) CARVER ELEMENTARY
(2) 7:27 AM PRATHER DR @ SELL DR
(3) 7:29 AM MIDWAY DR @ YORKTOWN RD SOUTH END
(4) 7:31 AM MIDWAY DR @ SARATOGA DR
(5) 7:34 AM PEGG RD @ SPINGWOOD CT
(6) 7:35 AM PEGG RD @ ADMIRAL LANE
(7) 7:38 AM SPRING VALLEY DR @ VALLEY CT
(8) 7:48 AM 46870 TATE RD
(9) 7:49 AM TATE RD @ SHEPPARD BLVD
(10) 7:56 AM FOGERTY RD @ RASMUSSEN RD
(11) 8:02 AM PACIFIC DR @ COLUMBUS DR
(12) 8:04 AM FOREST RUN DR @ MAKO WY
(13) 8:10 AM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

Anchor: Chesapeake Public Charter School PM Route
Bus: 508
Route #: CPCS4PM

2:55 PM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
3:00 PM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC (1) CHARTER SCHOOL
(2) 3:04 PM GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER ELEMENTARY
(3) 3:08 PM PACIFIC DR @ COLUMBUS DR
(4) 3:10 PM FOREST RUN DR @ MAKO WY
(5) 3:13 PM PRATHER DR @ SELL DR
(6) 3:15 PM MIDWAY DR @ YORKTOWN RD SOUTH END
(7) 3:17 PM MIDWAY DR @ SARATOGA DR
(8) 3:20 PM PEGG RD @ SPINGWOOD CT
(9) 3:21 PM PEGG RD @ ADMIRAL LANE
(10) 3:24 PM SPRING VALLEY DR @ VALLEY CT
(11) 3:34 PM 46870 TATE RD
(12) 3:35 PM TATE RD @ SHEPPARD BLVD
(13) 3:42 PM FOGERTY RD @ RASMUSSEN RD

Anchor: Chesapeake Public Charter School AM Route
Bus: 527
Route #: CPCS3AM

6:52 AM MATTAPANY (1) RD @ EARL DEAN RD
(2) 6:53 AM PROVINCIAL DR @ KING JAMES PKY
(3) 6:54 AM KING JAMES PKY @ SOUTH KING JAMES PKY
(4) 7:02 AM HAVIRLAND RD @ HAVIRLAND CT
(5) 7:12 AM 47770 WICKSHIRE DR
(6) 7:18 AM POPLAR RIDGE RD @ FAR CRY RD
(7) 7:23 AM POPLAR RIDGE RD @ JACKSONS RUN RD
(8) 7:28 AM CASTAWAY CIR @ BAYWOODS DR
(9) 7:29 AM BAYWOODS DR @ HAWKBIT CT
(10) 7:32 AM JANET LN @ SOUTHERN PINES ST
(11) 7:33 AM 48011 MARY LYNN DR
(12) 7:39 AM LONG LN @ KEDGES BLVD
(13) 7:49 AM GREEN LEAF RD @ GREENWAY ST
(14) 7:51 AM GREEN LEAF RD @ FREEDOM RUN DR
(15) 7:54 AM GREEN LEAF RD @ SILVER SLATE DR
(16) 7:58 AM HERMANVILLE RD @ PARK HALL ES
(17) 8:00 AM POINT LOOKOUT RD @ TRIPPLE E FARM WY
(18) 8:01 AM GILLIAM DR @ FRANCINE CT
(19) 8:10 AM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

Anchor: Chesapeake Public Charter School PM Route
Bus: 527
Route #: CPCS3PM

2:55 PM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
3:00 PM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC (1) CHARTER SCHOOL
(2) 3:03 PM 19405 POINT LOOKOUT RD
(3) 3:06 PM POINT LOOKOUT RD @ TRIPPLE E FARM WY
(4) 3:08 PM GILLIAM DR @ FRANCINE CT
(5) 3:11 PM PARKHALL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENTRANCE
(6) 3:15 PM GREEN LEAF RD @ SANDSTONE ST
(7) 3:16 PM GREEN LEAF RD @ GREENWAY ST
(8) 3:18 PM GREEN LEAF RD @ FREEDOM RUN DR
(9) 3:26 PM BAYWOODS DR @ PRIMROSE PL
(10) 3:28 PM CASTAWAY CIR @ BAYWOODS DR
(11) 3:31 PM JANET LN @ SOUTHERN PINES ST
(12) 3:32 PM 48011 MARY LYNN DR
(13) 3:38 PM LONG LN @ KEDGES BLVD
(14) 3:49 PM 47770 WICKSHIRE DR
(15) 3:53 PM POPLAR RIDGE RD @ JACKSONS RUN RD
(16) 3:58 PM POPLAR RIDGE RD @ FAR CRY RD
(17) 4:00 PM 47934 PARK HALL RD
(18) 4:08 PM HAVIRLAND RD @ HAVIRLAND CT
(19) 4:14 PM MATTAPANY RD @ EARL DEAN RD
(20) 4:15 PM PROVINCIAL DR @ KING JAMES PKY
(21) 4:17 PM KING JAMES PKY @ SOUTH KING JAMES PKY

Anchor: Chesapeake Public Charter School AM Route
Bus: 583
Route #: CPCS2AM

7:14 AM (1) COLBY DR @ TENBY DR
(2) 7:16 AM PERSHING DR @ NEWPORT DR
(3) 7:17 AM PERSHING DR @ RAMSEY DR
(4) 7:19 AM COLBY DR @ SHELTON DR
(5) 7:21 AM GREEN MEADOW LN @ ABBERLY CREST LN
(6) 7:25 AM GREEN TREE DR @ ELDERBERRY WY
(7) 7:30 AM THOMAS DR @ LYNN DR
(8) 7:32 AM BRYAN RD @ WILLIAMS DR
(9) 7:35 AM SCARBOROUGH DR @ PLANTERS CT
(10) 7:45 AM ROBERT LEON DR @ SANDBALWOOD ST
(11) 7:47 AM WILLOWS RD @ FLOWER OF THE FOREST RD
(12) 7:49 AM 46925 CROCUS ST
(13) 7:50 AM LILY ST @ DAISY LN
(14) 7:51 AM WILLOWS RD @ AL MAR ST
(15) 7:52 AM 20525 WILLOWS RD
(16) 7:56 AM HILTON RIDGE DR @ MIRAGE CT
(17) 7:57 AM HILTON RIDGE DR @ RENAISSANCE CT
(18) 8:00 AM BAY RIDGE RD @ FOX RUN RD
(19) 8:05 AM PLEASANT MILL DR @ FLOUR MILL CT
(20) 8:06 AM PLEASANT MILL DR @ DRY MILL ST
(21) 8:07 AM PLEASANT MILL DR @ BROOK MILL CT
(22) 8:10 AM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

Anchor: Chesapeake Public Charter School PM Route
Bus: 583
Route #: CPCS2PM

2:55 PM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
3:00 PM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC (1) CHARTER SCHOOL
(2) 3:01 PM PLEASANT MILL DR @ BROOK MILL CT
(3) 3:02 PM PLEASANT MILL DR @ DRY MILL ST
(4) 3:03 PM PLEASANT MILL DR @ FLOUR MILL CT
(5) 3:07 PM BAY RIDGE RD @ FOX RUN RD
(6) 3:11 PM HILTON RIDGE DR @ RENAISSANCE CT
(7) 3:12 PM HILTON RIDGE DR @ MIRAGE CT
(8) 3:16 PM 20525 WILLOWS RD
(9) 3:17 PM WILLOWS RD @ AL MAR ST
(10) 3:19 PM COLBY DR @ TENBY DR
(11) 3:21 PM PERSHING DR @ NEWPORT DR
(12) 3:22 PM PERSHING DR @ RAMSEY DR
(13) 3:24 PM COLBY DR @ SHELTON DR
(14) 3:25 PM WILLOWS RD @ FLOWER OF THE FOREST RD
(15) 3:27 PM GREEN MEADOW LN @ ABERBERLY CREST LN
(16) 3:31 PM GREEN TREE DR @ ELDERBERRY WY
(17) 3:37 PM BRYAN RD @ WILLIAMS DR
(18) 3:38 PM WILLIAMS DR @ LYNN DR
(19) 3:41 PM SCARBOROUGH DR @ PLANTERS CT
(20) 3:50 PM SANDALWOOD ST @ ROBERT LEON DR
(21) 3:55 PM 46925 CROCUS ST
Anchor: Chesapeake Public Charter School AM Route
Bus: 656
Route #: CPCS1AM

7:05 AM CHANCELLORS (1) RUN RD @ ROSE LN
(2) 7:07 AM CHANCELLORS RUN RD @ ST GEORGES DR
(3) 7:07 AM CHANCELLORS RUN RD @ LOCUST GLEN CT
(4) 7:08 AM BUCK HEWITT RD @ VICTORIA CIR
(5) 7:10 AM BUCK HEWITT RD @ ALYDAR DR
(6) 7:12 AM FDR BL @ SCOTT CIR
(7) 7:15 AM 45726 BUCK HEWITT ROAD
(8) 7:18 AM BOATNER DR @ CHURCH DR
(9) 7:24 AM NOVOSEL CT @ CORNWALL DR
(10) 7:29 AM FDR BLVD TRAFFIC CIRCLE @ FDR BLVD
(11) 7:31 AM LONGFIELDS BLVD @ JILLIAN CT
(12) 7:36 AM GOLDENROD DR @ HEATHER ST
(13) 7:39 AM BAJA LN @ CORONADO DR
(14) 7:42 AM CLIPPER DR @ BARKENTINE CT
(15) 7:46 AM HARRISON ST @ GRANT PL
(16) 7:53 AM LEXWOOD DR @ LEXWOOD CT
(17) 7:54 AM 21161 LEXWOOD DRIVE
(18) 7:59 AM SUBURBAN DR @ PLEASANT DR
(19) 8:01 AM EAST WESTBURY BLVD @ PREMERY DR
(20) 8:02 AM EAST WESTBURY BLVD @ WARWICK DR
(21) 8:03 AM WEST WESTBURY BLVD @ GOOSENECK DR
(22) 8:05 AM WEST WESTBURY BLVD @ CAMERON CT
(23) 8:10 AM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

Anchor: Chesapeake Public Charter School PM Route
Bus: 656
Route #: CPCS1PM

2:55 PM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
3:00 PM CHESAPEAKE PUBLIC (1) CHARTER SCHOOL
(2) 3:03 PM LEXWOOD DR @ LEXWOOD CT
(3) 3:05 PM 21161 LEXWOOD DRIVE
(4) 3:09 PM SUBURBAN DR @ PLEASANT DR
(5) 3:11 PM EAST WESTBURY BLVD @ PREMERY DR
(6) 3:12 PM EAST WESTBURY BLVD @ PREMERY DR
(7) 3:13 PM WEST WESTBURY BLVD @ GOOSENECK DR
(8) 3:15 PM WEST WESTBURY BLVD @ CAMERON CT
(9) 3:19 PM CHANCELLORS RUN RD @ ROSE LN
(10) 3:20 PM CHANCELLORS RUN RD @ ST GEORGES DR
(11) 3:20 PM CHANCELLORS RUN RD @ LOCUST GLEN CT
(12) 3:21 PM BUCK HEWITT RD @ VICTORIA CIR
(13) 3:23 PM BUCK HEWITT RD @ ALYDAR DR
(14) 3:24 PM FDR BL @ SCOTT CIR
(15) 3:28 PM 45726 BUCK HEWITT ROAD
(16) 3:31 PM BOATNER DR @ CHURCH DR
(17) 3:37 PM NOVOSEL CT @ CORNWALL DR
(18) 3:43 PM FDR BLVD TRAFFIC CIRCLE @ FDR BLVD
(19) 3:45 PM LONGFIELDS BLVD @ JILLIAN CT
(20) 3:50 PM GOLDENROD DR @ HEATHER ST
(21) 3:53 PM BAJA LN @ CORONADO DR
(22) 3:56 PM CLIPPER DR @ BARKENTINE CT
(23) 4:00 PM HARRISON ST @